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Motion processing: Where is the naso-temporal asymmetry?
Oliver Braddick
Strabismic (cross-eyed) humans and animals show an
imbalance between opposite directions of eye
movement. Both midbrain and cortical origins for this
asymmetry have been proposed, but there is no sign of
it in the main motion-processing area of visual cortex.
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The visual system incorporates a phylogenetically ancient
subsystem that responds to overall movement of the retinal
image. Its signals induce animals to turn their eyes, heads
or bodies to correct the perturbing motion and keep the
image as stable as possible. Human optokinetic nystagmus
(OKN) is an example: if the eyes are presented with large-
field movement, such as the view from the window of a
moving train, they go into a repetitive cycle of following
the movement, rapidly flicking back and following the
movement again.
Normally, when viewing with both eyes, leftwards and
rightwards image motion can drive this OKN response
symmetrically in opposite directions. However, viewing
the motion with one eye only reveals a marked asymmetry
in very young human infants, monkey infants and kittens,
in rabbits of all ages, and in adults with an early history of
strabismus (‘cross-eyes’). In all these cases, motion in the
temporal-to-nasal direction in the visual field is effective
in driving OKN, but the opposite nasal-to-temporal
motion is quite ineffective. As temporal-to-nasal is right-
ward for the left eye and leftward for the right eye, it is not
surprising that either direction can elicit the response
when both eyes are viewing the motion.
Initially, these results seemed to be explained rather neatly
by a division between cortical and subcortical systems. The
idea was that monocular asymmetry reflects a primitive,
midbrain OKN system that responds to one direction only
on each side of the brain, and the response is symmetrical in
normal adults only because the visual areas of the cortex
can combine information about either direction of motion
from the two eyes. Recent work questions this model, but
also raises interesting problems about alternatives. Evi-
dence has been presented that the asymmetry may have
cortical as well as subcortical roots. The most recent experi-
ments [1], however, have shown that, if the asymmetry is
cortical, there is nonetheless no trace of it in the cortical
motion processing area where it might most be expected.
Knowledge of the midbrain asymmetry comes largely from
the work of Hoffmann and colleagues [2] on the cat
‘nucleus of the optic tract’ (NOT), which is known to be
part of the pathway controlling OKN. The NOT shows
strongly directional responses: cells in the left NOT
respond only to leftward motion, and cells in the right
NOT respond only to rightward motion. The nucleus
receives a branch of the optic nerve that comes entirely
from the contralateral retina. By this direct crossed pathway,
temporal-to-nasal motion seen by either retina can activate
the contralateral NOT, but motion in the opposite direc-
tion has no effect (Fig. 1). As well as the direct retinal pro-
jection, Hoffmann demonstrated the existence of a
descending pathway to the NOT from the cortex. As this
pathway is binocularly driven, it provides a route whereby
the NOTs, with their specialized responses to leftward
motion on the left, and rightward motion on the right, can
be accessed from either eye. If this route is experimentally
disabled, the monocular OKN response shows the charac-
teristic asymmetry.
The initial asymmetry of OKN, then, was taken to indicate
that the ancient, purely subcortical system dominated early
in development. The nasal-to-temporal response, appear-
ing between two and three months in human infants, indi-
cated the growing influence of cortical information
processing [3]. In strabismus, however, the combination of
signals from the two eyes is disrupted. If there are no
binocularly driven cells in the visual cortex, then the
pathway to the NOT from the cortex can no longer convey
signals from the ipsilateral (same side) eye along with the
contralateral (opposite side) eye, and so the monocular
response is again dominated by the NOT contralateral to
the stimulated eye, and activated only by temporal-to-
nasal motion.
In primates, the OKN response is intimately entangled
with that of smooth pursuit — the ability not only to
follow whole-field movement, but also to match the eyes’
velocity to the motion of a small target so that its image
can be held on the high-resolution fovea. In infants [3]
and in strabismic patients [4], pursuit responses show a
monocular asymmetry similar to that of OKN. The strabis-
mic patients also reflected the asymmetry in their judg-
ments of perceived motion. Tychsen and Lisberger [4]
suggested from these findings that the asymmetry lay not
simply in the pathways of oculomotor control, but in the
basic motion-processing mechanisms of the cortex.
Other findings have argued towards a cortical asymmetry.
Infants who have had a hemispherectomy [5] or lesser
cortical lesion on one side show an asymmetric OKN even
with binocular viewing, implying that the cortex on one
side has a special role in controlling the OKN towards that
side, regardless of which eye provides the motion signals.
(It is possible, however, that the asymmetry in these cases
is still associated with the NOT, which may develop
abnormally on one side, as a consequence of abnormal
input from the damaged cortex [6].) 
Cortical asymmetry has also been inferred from the visual
evoked potential (VEP) associated with a pattern that
oscillates to and fro. Norcia and co-workers [7] found that,
in young infants and in patients who have been strabismic
from infancy, the two directions of shift do not produce
balanced responses when the pattern is viewed with one
eye (Fig. 2). The method cannot show which direction
generates the stronger signal, but it does show that the
imbalance reverses between the two eyes — so it is a
temporalward–nasalward, rather than a leftward–rightward
imbalance. The VEP recorded from the occipital scalp is
usually believed to originate in posterior visual cortical
areas, and it is unlikely that asymmetries in a small, deep
structure, such as the NOT, could contribute directly to it. 
Work in Boothe’s laboratory [8] has thoroughly docu-
mented a similar monocular VEP asymmetry during the
development of infant monkeys. Collaborating with this
group, Norcia [9] tested neural activity in the primary
visual cortex (V1) of a strabismic monkey, using a pen-
etrating electrode; he found a directional imbalance
similar to that illustrated in Figure 2, indicating an asym-
metry in the mass neural activity in V1. 
A striking contrast to this, however, is provided by the
work reported by Movshon, Kiorpes, Lisberger and their
colleagues at the last European Conference on Visual Per-
ception [1]. In monkeys who had been artificially made
strabismic, detailed measurements of pursuit responses
showed strong temporal–nasal asymmetries. The finding
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Figure 1
Neural pathways to the nucleus of the optic tract (NOT); the brain is
viewed from below. For clarity, pathways via the left hemisphere have
been omitted, but are symmetrical to those shown. Pathways shown in
red carry information from the right eye; those in blue carry information
from the left eye. Each NOT is marked with an arrow showing the
direction of motion to which it responds; this is the direction which, in
infancy or strabismus, can induce OKN via the contralateral eye (as
marked at the bottom).
Figure 2
Schematic visual evoked potential (VEP) waveforms produced by
monocular viewing of an oscillating grating, in young infants or
individuals who have been strabismic since infancy [7]. The right-hand
side shows the sequence of alternating jumps to left and right of one
half stripe width. In the case shown, the cycle is repeated at 3 Hz. In
normal adults, leftward and rightward movements give equivalent
responses, so the waveform would show six peaks per second (a
second-harmonic response). A significant component at 3 Hz (the first
harmonic), as shown here, indicates that the two directions give
different responses. This first harmonic response reverses its phase
between the two eyes, showing that there is a similar asymmetry
between nasalward and temporalward directions for each eye.
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of asymmetry associated with experimentally induced stra-
bismus reduces the plausibility of the idea that the persis-
tence of motion-processing asymmetries might be a cause,
rather than a consequence, of early-onset strabismus [10]. 
As well as testing oculomotor responses, this group
recorded from single cells in the monkeys’ visual area MT
(alternatively known as V5). This area is highly specialised
for motion processing, and the effects of damage show
that it is an essential part of the pathway for initiating
pursuit eye movements[11]. Almost all cells in MT are
directionally selective. In a normal monkey, the preferred
directions of cells in MT on either side are distributed
quite evenly around the clock, and they all receive input
from both eyes.
In the strabismic monkeys, this binocularity had broken
down: most of their MT cells were predominantly or
exclusively activated by one or other eye, but not by both.
This is similar to the well-known breakdown of binocular-
ity in V1 cells caused by strabismus. More unexpectedly,
when the MT cells driven by a particular eye are exam-
ined, they show no bias in their preferred directions
favouring nasalward motion (Fig. 3). Thus, although the
monkeys are unable to pursue motion in a temporalward
direction, they have the normal complement of cells
which respond to this direction of motion. 
The asymmetry seen in the eye movements must, it
appears, occur ‘downstream’ of MT in the pathway con-
trolling pursuit. In an ingenious further experiment [1], a
change in target speed was introduced while a nasalward
pursuit movement was already underway. As the pursuit is
stabilizing the original motion on the retina, a reduction in
velocity produces a temporalward retinal motion, and an
increase produces nasalward motion, but the appropriate
response continues to be nasalward pursuit (with a speed
change) in either case. The change in the monkey’s
pursuit speed showed no asymmetry between the two
directions of retinal motion, supporting the idea that the
asymmetry is not in sensitivity to two directions of retinal
motion, but between two directions of pursuit.
Movshon et al. [1] propose that the asymmetry is associated
with a cortical area called MST, which is a major receiving
area for signals from MT (Fig. 1). Cells in MST are also
highly direction selective, but they differ from MT in
having very large receptive fields which cross the midline
of the visual field (and thus must receive projections from
both hemispheres). Although MST on one side of the brain
contains cells which respond to all directions of motion, a
lesion in the left MST specifically impairs leftward pursuit
(the ‘ipsiversive’ direction), and vice versa [12].
Ilg and Hoffmann [13] have identified a plausible neural
basis for this link to one direction of pursuit. They
recorded from cortical cells around the border between
MT and MST, while electrically stimulating the NOT.
Thus, they could check which cortical cells have axons
projecting to the NOT by activating the cells antidromi-
cally (backwards via their axons). While the overall popu-
lation of cortical cells that they recorded from showed a
balanced distribution of preferred motion directions, the
subset projecting to the NOT were very strongly biased
towards ipsiversive directions. Although Ilg and Hoffmann
anatomically located these cells in MT, in their large
receptive fields straddling the midline, they resembled
much more the cells that others have found in MST.
Ilg and Hoffmann [13] have thus found a cortical asymme-
try at the cellular level, albeit in a specific subpopulation
of cells. As the asymmetry is present in the normal, mature
cortex, however, it cannot of itself explain the asymmetri-
cal pursuit response specifically associated with strabis-
mus. The explanation offered by Movshon et al. [1] is that,
in the strabismic animal, MST cells, like the MT cells that
Figure 3
Distribution of preferred motions for 276 cells recorded by Movshon et
al. [1] from area MT in both hemispheres of six artificially strabismic
monkeys. Each dot represents one cell, with the direction from the
centre signifying the optimal direction of motion for activating the cell,
and the distance from the centre representing the optimal speed. All
cells plotted were monocularly driven: the directions for cells activated
through the right eye have been reflected about the vertical so that
both eyes are plotted together in terms of nasal versus temporal
directions (N and T on the diagram). Despite the fact that
temporalward pursuit eye movements were poor or absent in these
animals, temporalward preferred directions are well represented.
provide their input, are predominantly monocular, and
that strabismus also disrupts the callosal connections
which provide a route from one MST to the other to
combine information across the midline. For the ipsiver-
sive bias of MST to yield a nasalward–temporalward asym-
metry, the input to MST on each side must be not only
monocular, but also dominated by the contralateral eye.
Although Movshon et al. [1] did see a contralateral bias in
the input to MT cells, it was not a strong effect. For their
explanation to work, it needs to be supposed that the
dominance of the contralateral eye becomes much
stronger in the projection to MST (or at least to the
neurons with descending projections to the NOT). An
alternative possibility might be that pursuit control
depends on a competitive interaction between the two
sides, so that a weak dominance in terms of input could
lead to a much stronger asymmetry in the response.
Hopefully, studies of MST in strabismic animals will be
able to test these hypotheses. Even if they are confirmed,
there will remain many intriguing questions about how
the findings in MT relate to other asymmetries. The
major input to MT is believed to come, directly or indi-
rectly, from V1. If VEP and depth recordings in V1 show a
directional asymmetry, why is this completely invisible in
MT? Is it the property only of a subset of V1 neurons
which (as well as those in MT/MST) provide a descending
pathway to the NOT [14]? If so, are these cells sufficiently
numerous to dominate the form of the VEP to an oscillat-
ing stimulus? Or do the V1 signals reflect some feedback
from oculomotor mechanisms (and if so, why are these not
seen in the MT recordings)?
Work on the strabismic asymmetry also opens questions
about the asymmetry early in infant development. Does
this reflect a purely subcortical control of OKN in the
infant under two to three months, an asymmetrical
response in an immature cortical motion system, or a corti-
cal pathway exclusively or predominantly driven by the
contralateral eye? If this question can be answered, it may
have strong implications for theories of how signals from
the two eyes interact in the infant before the development
of stereopsis [15,16]. Any account has to be reconciled
with evidence that, whatever directional cortical systems
infants may have, they cannot use such systems in discrim-
inative behaviour before about seven weeks of age [17].
Both in development and in mature function, an impor-
tant but often neglected role of the visual areas of the
cortex is to generate an output to subcortical systems. Ilg
and Hoffmann [13] suggest that, in the neurons projecting
to NOT, “a subcortical nucleus...has commissioned the
cortex to create a subcentre for providing information
integrated from the two hemifields”. This may simply be
a metaphor describing the evolution of the brain. If,
however, it refers to development, it is interesting to
speculate how an intrinsic asymmetry in subcortical
mechanisms could shape the population of cortical cells
that provides their input.
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